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The PUTSCH and the PURGE
T

here is no question that the presidential Part I
election of 2020 was stolen from the The
people and given to Joe Biden, a demented, Putsch
corrupt traitor who takes bribes from foreigners. As has been revealed over the course of the
last two months, there is overwhelming evidence of
election procedures carried out by State officials in
defiance of State election laws, and in defiance of federal law, too. There is extensive evidence of flipped
votes from Trump to Biden, and of Trump votes deleted electronically. There is evidence of the
“adjudication” voting software of Dominion, in conjunction with deliberately misprinted ballots, allowing election personnel to decide in secret, without any
log kept, hundreds of thousands of votes to have been
cast for Biden. Voting numbers in excess of the number of registered voters, dead people voting, illegal
aliens voting — in other words, the run-of-the-mill
types of election frauds — also combined to exceed
the margin of Biden “victory” in the six swing states
(see chart, p.2). In short, in every way possible, the

INSURRECTION, noun [Latin insurgo; in and surgo, to rise.]
A rising against civil or political authority; the open and active
opposition of a number of persons to the execution of a law in a
city or state. It is equivalent to sedition, except that sedition expresses a less extensive rising of citizens. It differs from rebellion, for the latter expresses a revolt, or an attempt to overthrow
the government, to establish a different one or to place the country under another jurisdiction. … Insurrection is however used
with such latitude as to comprehend either sedition or rebellion.

election was stolen by the elite globalists.
A “putsch” (pronounced puhch) is “a coup; an illegal effort to forcibly overthrow the current government,” according to the American Heritage Dictionary, 5th Ed. The election fraud which occurred on November 3, 2020 and the weeks following were just the
beginning of the putsch now happening in America.
This putsch has captured the legislative and judicial
branches of our government. Constitutionally speaking, only one branch of government is left to stop it —
the executive.
Judicial branch is complicit
here is also no question that the courts, both
State and federal, unjustly dismissed complaints of election fraud, regardless of whether the
president, electors, citizens, or entire groups of
States sued. No one who files any election fraud
complaint, it seems, has standing. Or has “proven”
their case of fraud before being allowed discovery
and a trial, or … well, name the reason for evading
the issue, and the courts have given it! If the courts
did not dismiss outright, they have stalled all proceedings until after the inauguration of the imposter. In Georgia, despite laws requiring suits regarding elections to be expeditiously handled, the court
system would not even assign a judge to a suit
brought by attorney Sidney Powell. The judicial
branch has failed.
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In 2012, Ben Garrison accurately depicted the uniparty cabal under which
Americans suffer. This tyranny has been seen more clearly by many Americans
in the present day because of President Trump’s refusal to concede a stolen
election. Source: https://grrrgraphics.com/march-of-tyranny/

State and federal legislative branches are
complicit
here is also no question that the State legislatures, while holding hearings into some of the
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YES, TRUMP WON. Not counting the fraud, the documented votes lost to irregularities and illegalities
election
fraud in the 2020 election all outweigh Biden’s “margin of victory.” Source: https://navarroreport.com/ (Volume III).
(Michigan, Arizona, Georgia, for
example), did not
convene their legislatures to decertify the presidential election results, as is their
duty under the
Constitution. Instead, individual
State legislators
banded together
to send letters to
Congress requesting that they have
more time to investigate and decertify their electors. Vice President Pence ignored those letters, and ignored
the dual slates of
electors sent from
seven States, despite his responsibility to open and
count only legal
electoral votes. Of
course, Pence is
well aware of the
extensive election
fraud, but refused
to uphold the
Constitution and
his oath of office.
During the counting of the electoral votes on January 6, only Arizona (supported
by Sen. Ted Cruz)
and Pennsylvania
(supported by Sen.
Josh Hawley) were
“debated” by the
House and Senate. Although representatives had signed objections to Georgia, Nelosing her own runoff election to evident fraud! And
vada, and Michigan as well, no senator would sign
even though thirteen Senators had stated publicly bethose objections, and so they did not receive considfore January 6 that they would not support the eleceration. Sen. Loeffler, who had pledged before the
toral votes for Arizona and Pennsylvania, half reGeorgia run-off election to sign an objection to the
neged on their promises as well. In the end, the Sen(Continued on page 3)
Georgia electors, reneged on her promise, even after
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 2)

ate voted 93-6 to reject the Arizona
objection, and 92-7 to reject the
Pennsylvania objection.
In the House, only 121 representatives voted for the Arizona objection,
and just 138 voted for the Pennsylvania objection. Repeatedly, the senators and representatives who repudiated their own pledges to object did
so by citing alleged violence of the socalled mob that had just that day
“stormed” the Capitol building and
allegedly caused the joint session of
Congress to adjourn (and conveniently reconvene later the same day,
seemingly with changed hearts).
As traitor Loeffler put it: “When I
arrived in Washington this morning, I
fully intended to object to the certification of the electoral votes. However, the events that have transpired
today have forced me to reconsider
and I cannot now, in good conscience,
object. … The violence, the lawlessness and siege of the halls of Congress
are abhorrent and stand as a direct
attack on the very institution my objection was intended to protect: the
sanctity of the American democratic
process.” So, because other people
allegedly attacked the sanctity of
American institutions, Loeffler cannot uphold the sanctity of those institutions herself by ensuring only legal
electoral votes are counted. At face
value, then, the alleged “attack” on
the “sacred” halls of Congress convinced legislators to abandon their
oaths rather than uphold them! It appears more likely that the false-flag
“attack” on the Capitol that day (see
story, this page) provided cover for
many traitors in Congress to evade
their responsibility to uphold the
Constitution by seeing to it that only
legal votes are counted.
There is only one remaining Constitutional solution to the putsch. It
requires the action of the executive
branch, that is, the President, acting
as Commander in Chief, and his authority to suppress insurrections as
provided for by the laws passed by
Congress.
(Continued on page 4)

False Flag Over WashinGTON

O

n January 6, 2020, over one million supporters of Trump gathered
from all over the United States in Washington, D.C. to “Stop the
Steal” of the election and show Congress they support the truly elected
president. The vast majority of these supporters gathered first in the area
between the Washington monument and the Ellipse in front of the White
House (photo above shows a tiny sliver of this immense, peaceful crowd).
The crowd waited to hear Trump speak, and he began speaking at approximately 12 p.m. His speech continued until approximately 1:10 p.m,
at which time he encouraged his supporters to walk to the Capitol building. In his speech, Trump outlined the many illegalities of the stolen election in the six swing states (which he won if only legal votes were
counted). He told the crowd that Pence has a constitutional duty and obligation not to count electoral votes which he is on notice are illegally obtained. After the speech, the crowd peacefully walked to the Capitol
building to stand outside as witnesses to the proceedings. Many hoped
that the mere presence of so many ordinary Americans would cause the
people’s representatives to take note and reconsider the unconstitutional
acts they were about to undertake in counting electoral votes which were
illegally certified.
But the enemies of the republic and the people had another plan for the
day. Agent provocateurs (whether funded through Antifa, BLM, the FBI,
other three letter agencies, foreigners, or all of the above), descended on
the Capitol building and entered it, damaging some property (primarily
window panes, perhaps some office furniture), and wandering about the
building. Some frustrated Trump supporters were undoubtedly mixed
among them, but the instigators and leaders of this “mob” have already
been identified as persons who are not Trump supporters.
The incursion into the building where Congress was holding a joint session to count electoral votes gave the U.S. legislators a reason to suspend
the count, evacuate the building to return just hours later, and an excuse
to decry Trump supporters as rioters and insurrectionists.
There is so much evidence that a false flag was conducted to demonize
the half of the American people who voted for Trump that reams could
be written at this point, only a week and a half from the event. Below are
pictures of just two well-known instigators, already identified as provocateurs.
On the strength of this false flag, Trump supporters and constitutionalists have been deemed by the enemies of the republic as “domestic terrorists,” and the purge of Biden dissenters is now beginning.
Two widely identified agents of the chaos on January 6, Jake Angeli and John Sullivan, appear to have
unlimited funds to travel to numerous protests and
riots for Antifa, BLM, and climate change. Many
other readily identifiable people, including Ashli Babbitt, the allegedly murdered Trump supporter, also
appear to be part of the false flag event.

(Continued from page 3)

The putsch is an insurrection
rticle I, Section 8, Clause 15 of the Constitution
states: [The Congress shall have Power . . .] To
provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the
Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel
Invasions; . . .
An insurrection, as defined by Webster’s 1828 dictionary, is a “rising against civil or political authority;
the open and active opposition of a number of persons to the executive of a law in a city or state.” It
comprehends both sedition or rebellion. The putsch
now underway, which will be completed when the
usurper Biden is inaugurated, is clearly just such an
active opposition, on the part of many government
officials at every
Freedom Calendars!! level, to the Constitution of the States
united.
In 1792, Congress
provided for the calling forth of the militia to suppress insurrections which included a judicial certification
requirement when insurrecA limited number of Freedom Cal- tions involved obendars, for a donation of 8 FRNS, structions of federal
can be ordered by contacting law. Under that law,
SAPF at 410.857.4441, or mailing the President had to
your request and donation to obtain from a federal
SAPF, P.O. Box 2464, Westmin- district judge or an
ster, MD 21158. These attractive associate justice of
calendars mark important days in the U.S. Supreme
American history, feature an im- Colurt a certification
portant part of our U.S. Consti- that the laws of the
tution each month, and contain United States were
many patriotic quotes from the being obstructed “by
Framers, Founders, etc.
combinations
too
powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings.” In 1795, Congress removed this requirement
from the law, but still imposed a 30-day time limit on
calling forth the militia when Congress was in session. The 1795 statute was held to be constitutional
by the Supreme Court. See, e.g., Martin v. Mott, 25
U.S. 19, 32 (1827). This act has been revised several
times, and currently, the power to use the militia and
armed forces to enforce federal authority is found at
10 U.S.C. § 252:
Whenever the President considers that unlawful obstructions, combinations, or assemblages, or rebellion against the authority of the
United States, make it impracticable to enforce
the laws of the United States in any State by the
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ordinary course of judicial proceedings,
he may call into Federal service such of the militia of any State, and use such of the armed forces,
as he considers necessary to enforce those
laws or to suppress the rebellion.
Similarly, 10 U.S.C. § 253 states that the President:
… shall take such measures as he considers necessary to suppress, in a State, any insurrection, … unlawful combination, or conspiracy, if
it … so hinders the execution of the laws of the
State, and of the United States within the State,
that any part or class of its people is deprived of
a right, privilege, immunity, or protection
named in the Constitution and secured by law,
and the constituted authorities of that State are
unable, fail, or refuse to protect that right, privilege or immunity …”

Only the President is left
hus, where the putsch has been successful in
overturning the election for president, and
where all the constituted authorities have failed to
protect the people against the putsch, it remains
solely and squarely the responsibility of the president
of the United States to ensure that our form of government is preserved, and the people’s rights and
privileges safeguarded. Accordingly, if Trump does
not call out the militia and suppress the insurrection
— actually a widespread conspiracy apparently involving foreign interference in the election as well —
he too will violate his oath to uphold and defend the
Constitution of the United States. To date, there is no
real sign that Trump will do this. Under 10 U.S.C. §
254, the president is required to first “by proclamation, immediately order the insurgents to disperse
and retire peaceably to their abodes within a limited
time.” No such proclamation has been publicly issued, but how would such a proclamation be applicable when the insurrection and violence consists of an
organized theft already accomplished?
Nevertheless, this is the only constitutional
solution left to the present putsch.
In the next issue, we will turn to the inevitable action which follows any putsch: the purge
of all those who defy the putsch.
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